In the following document we present some novelty numerical methods valid for one and several variables, which using fractional derivatives, allow to find solutions for some nonlinear systems in the complex space using real initial conditions. The origin of these methods is the fractional Newton-Raphson method (see [1, 2] ), but unlike the latter, the orders of fractional derivatives that we propose in this work are functions.
Introducción
When one begins to study the fractional calculus, the first difficulty one encounters is that when wanting to solve a problem related to physical units, as for example: determining the velocity of a particle, the fractional derivative would seem to be meaningless, this is due to the fact that physical units such as meter and second appear to noninteger exponents, contrary to what happens with differential operators of integer order. The second difficulty, which is a recurring topic of debate in the study of fractional calculus, is to know what is the order α "optimal" that should be used when we want to solve a problem related to fractional operators.
To face these difficulties, what is usually done in the first case is to dimensionless any equation in which noninteger operators are involved, while for the second case different α orders are used in fractional operators to solve some problem, and then choose the order α that provides the "best solution" based on an established criteria.
Based on the two previous difficulties, the idea of finding applications of a dimensionless nature arises and that the need to use multiple α orders can be exploited in some sense. The aforementioned led to the study of Newton's method and a particular problem that it has related to the search for roots in the complex space for polynomials: if one wants to find a complex root of a polynomial using Newton's method, it is necessary to provide a complex initial condition x 0 and if the right conditions exist this leads to a complex solution, but there is also the possibility that this leads to a real solution. If the root obtained is real, it is necessary to change the initial condition and hope that this leads to a complex solution, otherwise it is necessary to change the value of the initial condition again.
The process described above, It is very similar to what happens when using different α values in fractional operators until finding a solution that meets some desired condition. Looking at Newton's method from the per-spective of fractional calculus, one can consider that a fixed α order remains, in this case α = 1, and the initial conditions x 0 are varied until a solution that meets some criteria is obtained. Then reversing the behavior of α and x 0 , that is, leave the initial condition fixed and vary the order α, the fractional Newton's method is obtained, which is nothing other than Newton's method using any definition of fractional derivative that fits the function with which one is working. This change, although essentially simple, allows we to find roots in the complex space using real initial conditions, because fractional operators generally do not carry polynomials to polynomials.
Fixed Point Method
A classic problem that is of common interest in Physics and Mathematics, is to find the zeros of a function f : Ω ⊂ R n → R n , that is, {ξ ∈ Ω : f (ξ) = 0} , this problem often arises as a derivative of wanting to solve other problems, take for example, want to determine the eigenvalues of a matrix or want to build a box with a given volume but with minimal surface; in the first example we need to find the zeros (or roots) of the characteristic polynomial of the matrix, while in the second one we need to find the zeros of the gradient of a function that relates the surface of the box with its volume.
Although finding the zeros of a function may seem like a simple problem, in general it involves solving nonlinear equations, which in many cases have no analytical solution, an example of the above is presented when wanting to determine the zeros of the following function
Because in many cases there is no analytical solution, numerical methods are needed to try to determine the solutions to these problems; it should be taken into account that when using numerical methods the word "determine" should be interpreted as approaching a solution with a desired degree of precision. The numerical methods mentioned above are usually of the iterative type and work as follows: suppose we have a function f : Ω ⊂ R n → R n and look for a value ξ ∈ R n such that f (ξ) = 0, then start by giving an initial value x 0 ∈ R n and then calculate a value x i close to the searched value ξ using an iteration function Φ : R n → R n as follows [3] :
this generates a sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 , which under certain conditions meets that
It should be noted that the iteration function Φ converges in the following sense [4] Definition 1.1. Let Φ : R n → R n be an iteration function. The method given in (1) to determine ξ ∈ R n , it is called (locally) convergent, f there is delta > 0 such that for all initial value
where · : R n → R denotes any vector norm.
When it is assumed that the iteration function Φ is continuous at ξ and that the sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 converges to ξ under the condition given in (2) , the ξ value is necessarily a fixed point of the iteration function, that is,
to confirm that ξ is a fixed point of the iteration function, It should be noted that under the assumptions mentioned above, it is satisfied that
the previous result is the reason why the method given in (1) is called fixed point method or fixed point iteration.
Convergence and Order
The (local) convergence of the iteration function Φ set to (2) , it is useful for demonstrating certain intrinsic properties of the fixed point method, these properties allow to ensure the convergence of the sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 generated by (1) . Before continuing, the following definition is introduced
where β is called a contraction constant.
From the previous definition, if the iteration function Φ is a contraction on a set Ω 0 , then it is Lipschitz continuous and it can be guaranteed that it has at least one fixed point. The existence of a fixed point is guaranteed by the following theorem [5] :
Assuming that Φ is a contraction on a closed set Ω 0 ⊂ Ω, and that Φ(x) ∈ Ω 0 ∀x ∈ Ω 0 . Then Φ has a single fixed point ξ ∈ Ω 0 and for any initial value x 0 ∈ Ω 0 , the sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 generated by (1) converges to ξ. Further
where β is the contraction constant given in (4) .
Proof. Assuming that Φ(x) ∈ Ω 0 ∀x ∈ Ω 0 , then any sequence generated by (1) with initial value x 0 ∈ Ω 0 is a subset of Ω 0 , that is,
on the other hand of (1) and assuming that Φ is a contraction we have to
of the previous result and taking p ≥ 1 we have to
Using the results (6), (7) and considering that β < 1, we get that
which shows that the sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 generated by (1) is a Cauchy sequence, also, as Ω 0 is closed, the sequence has a limit ξ in Ω 0 , that is, x i → ξ ∈ Ω 0 , therefore the result (7) must be
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furthermore, since Φ is continuous Lipschitz of (3), it is necessary that ξ is a fixed point of Φ. To demonstrate the uniqueness of the fixed point ξ, just assume that there is another fixed point ξ ∈ Ω 0 and use that Φ is a contraction, then
which leads to a contradiction if the fixed point ξ is different from ξ.
When the fixed point method given by (1) is used, in addition to convergence there is a special interest in the convergence order, which is defined as follows Definition 1.4. Let Φ : Ω ⊂ R n → R n be an iteration function with a fixed point ξ ∈ Ω. Then the method (1) is called (locally) convergent of (at least) order p (p ≥ 1), if exists δ > 0 and there is a non-negative constant C (with C < 1 if p = 1) such that for any initial value x 0 ∈ B(ξ; δ) it is true that
where C is called convergence factor.
The convergence order is usually related to the speed at which the sequence generated by (1) converges, a method is said to be exactly convergent of order p, if this is convergent of order p but it is not for any major order. For particular cases p = 1 or p = 2 it is said that the method has (at least) linear or quadratic convergence, respectively.
From the previous definition the following theorem for the one-dimensional case follows, which allows to characterize the order of convergence of an iteration function Φ with its derivatives Theorem 1.5. Let Φ : Ω ⊂ R → R be an iteration function with a fixed point ξ ∈ Ω. Assuming that Φ is p-times differentiable in ξ for some p ∈ N, and that in addition
then Φ is (locally) convergent of (at least) order p.
Proof. Assuming Φ : Ω ⊂ R → R is a differentiation function p-times differentiable in ξ ∈ Ω, then expanding on Taylor series the function Φ around ξ until order p has to be
assuming that Φ (k) (ξ) = 0 ∀k ≤ p−1 and that ξ is a fixed point of the iteration function, the previous expression implies that
A version of the previous theorem for the case ndimensional can be found in the reference [3] .
Newton's method
The previous theorem is usually of great use to generate a fixed point method with a desired order of convergence, an order of convergence that is usually appreciated in iterative methods is the (at least) quadratic order. If we have a function f : Ω ⊂ R → R and look for a value ξ ∈ Ω such that f (ξ) = 0, we can build an iteration function Φ in general as [6] :
where φ(x) : R → R is a function to be determined according to the order of convergence desired.
As an example of the above, suppose that an iteration function given by (10) is sought with a convergence order (at least) quadratic, then from Theorem 1.5 we have to Φ have to be differentiable in ξ and also we need Φ (1) (ξ) = 0, assuming the above is true then
therefore, any function φ(x) that meets the following condition
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guarantees that exists δ > 0 such that the iteration function Φ given by (10) , converges (locally) with a convergence order (at least) quadratic in B(ξ; δ). From the previous result the following fixed point method can be obtained
which is the well-known Newton's method [7] , also known as the Newton-Raphson method.
Although the condition given in eqref eq: c2.11 could imply that Newton's method always has a convergence order (at least) quadratic, unfortunately this is not so; the convergence order is now conditioned to the way in which the function f is constituted, which is reflected in the following proposition
Newton's method (12) , has an order of convergence (at least) linear.
Proof. Assuming we have f : Ω ⊂ R → R a function with a zero ξ ∈ Ω of algebraic multiplicity m ≥ 2, and that f is at least twice differentiable in ξ, then
whereby the iteration function Φ of Newton's method can be expressed as
and by the Theorem 1.5, Newton's method under the hypothesis of the proposition converges (locally) with an order of convergence (at least) linear.
Newton's method generates a sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 , by the intersection of the tangent line of a function f at the point x i , with the real axis x to generate a new value x i+1 . f the initial condition x 0 is sufficiently close to a value ξ that is a zero of the function f , the sequence generated by (12) is usually convergent to that value.
Figure 1: Newton's method illustration
It should be taken into account that an order of convergence (at least) quadratic, does not necessarily imply a higher convergence speed when using Newton's method; to verify this, just take a polynomial of the form
now assuming that ξ is a zero of the polynomial, and that the sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 generated by (12) has an initial condition x 0 such that ξ x 0 , then
so there is a small change between the values x i and x i+1 ; as a consequence, the sequence generated by Newton's method will have a slow convergence to the value ξ.
Basic Definitions of the Fractional Derivative

Introduction to the Definition of Riemann-Liouville
One of the key pieces in the study of fractional calculus is the iterated integral, which is defined as follows
loc (a, ∞), then the iterated n-th integral of the function f is given by [8] (13) where UNAM Fractional Newton-Raphson Method Faculty of Science
Taking into account that (n−1)! = Γ (n), a generalization of (13) can be obtained for an arbitrary order α > 0
similarly
the equations (14) and (15) correspond to the definitions of fractional integral right and left of Riemann-Liouville, respectively.
Below are some properties that are valid for right fractional integrals, these same properties but for left fractional integrals present some changes.
If f ∈ L 1 loc (a, ∞), the existence of the fractional integral a I α x f (x) is conditioned to the value assigned to the constant a. If a > −∞, then the fractional integral is finite almost everywhere in the interval (a, ∞) and therefore a I α
Fractional integrals satisfy the semigroup property, which is given in the following proposition Proof. Assuming that f behaves in such a way that the change in the order of integration is valid, then
Remembering that the beta function is defined as follows
then from eqref eq: c1.34 we get that
From the previous result, we have to in particular
since the operator d/dx is the inverse operator on the left of the operator a I x , any integral α-th of a function f ∈ L 1 loc (a, ∞) can be written as
It should be made clear that the above results are also valid for α in the complexes, with Re (α) > 0. Under proper conditions we have of (18) that
then, from (18) 
where n = Re (α) + 1, with Re (α) the largest integer less than or equal to Re (α).
Applying the (20) operator with a = 0 to the function x µ , with µ > −1, we get
the previous equation, when µ ∈ N, corresponds to the result of the Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative for monomials.
We can unify the definitions of fractional integral and fractional derivative of Riemann-Liouville, given by (14) and (20), as follows
where n − 1 ≤ Re (α) < n, with n = Re (α) + 1. Similarly, for the left fractional derivative of Riemann-Liouville, it must be
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If Re (α) = 0, the fractional integral (right) of order α = iθ is given by (18) as follows
Introduction to the Definition of Caputo
Michele Caputo (1969) published a book in which he introduced a new definition of fractional derivative, he created this definition with the objective of modeling anomalous diffusion phenomena. The definition of Caputo had already been discovered independently by Gerasimov (1948) . This fractional derivative is of the utmost importance, since it allows to give a physical interpretation to problems of initial conditions, also that is used to model fractional time. In some texts it is known as the fractional derivative of Gerasimov-Caputo [9] . Let f be a function, such that f is n-times differentiable with f (n) ∈ L 1 loc (a, b), then the fractional derivatives right and left of Caputo are defined as: 
where n = Re (α) + 1. On the other hand, the relationship between the fractional derivatives of Caputo and Riemann-Liouville is given by the following formulas
Fractional derivatives of Caputo behave as inverse operators on the left for Riemann-Liouville fractional integrals, that is,
On the other hand, if Re (α) > 0 and under conditions suitable for the function f , we have to
Fractional Newton's Method
Let P n (R), the polynomial space of degree less than or equal to n with real coefficients. The zeros ξ of a function f ∈ P n (R) are usually referred to as roots. Newton's method is useful for finding the roots of a function f ∈ P n (R) . However, this method is limited because it cannot find roots ξ ∈ C, if the sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 generated by (12) has an initial condition x 0 ∈ R. To solve this problem and develop a method that has the ability to find both real and complex roots of a polynomial, if the initial condition x 0 is real, we propose a new method called Fractional Newton's Method, which consists of Newton's method with the implementation of the fractional derivative.
Defining
where d α /dx α denotes any fractional derivative, which meets the following condition of continuity with respect to the order of the derivative lim α→1 f (α) (x) = f (1) 
So, given that a polynomial of degree n is composed of n + 1 monomials of the form x m , with m ≥ 0, we can take the equation (21) together with (12) , to define the following iteration function that gives rise to the fractional Newton's method for polynomials
where
To try to ensure that the sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 generated by (27) has a convergence order (at least) quadratic, the condition (11) is used together with (26) to define α f (x i ) as follows
Then, there is δ > 0 such that if the sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 generated by (27) converges to a root ξ of f , there is k > 0
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Faculty of Science such that ∀i ≥ k, this sequence can converge with a convergence order (at least) quadratic in B(ξ; δ), if the function f has only simple roots. The value of α in (28) is assigned with the following reasoning: when the fractional derivative definitions given by (22) and (24) are used in a function f , it is necessary that the function be n-times integrable and n-times differentiable, where n = Re (α) + 1, therefore |α| ≤ n, and as a consequence of (28) we have than −2 ≤ α ≤ 2. But to use Newton's method it is only necessary that the function be once differentiable, so the previous inequalities are taken strictly, obtaining
Without loss of generality, to understand why the sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 generated by the fractional Newton's method when using a function f ∈ P n (R), it has the ability to enter the complex space starting from a real initial condition x 0 , just look at the fractional Riemann-Liouville derivative of order α = 1/2 of the monomial x m
whose result is a function with rational exponent, contrary to what would happen when using the conventional derivative. When the iteration function given by (27) is used, an initial condition x 0 0 must be taken, this as a consequence of the fact that the fractional derivative of the order α > 0 of a constant is usually proportional to the function x −α .
When α 1 is taken, the sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 generated by the iteration function (27), it presents among its behaviors, the following particular cases depending on the initial condition x 0 :
1. If an initial condition x 0 > 0 is taken, the sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 can be divided into three parts, this occurs because there may be a value M ∈ N for
On the other hand, if an initial condition is taken
Unlike the classical Newton's method; which uses tangent lines to generate a sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 , the fractional Newton method uses lines more similar to secants.
A consequence that the lines are not tangent when using (27), is that different trajectories can be obtained for the same initial condition x 0 just by changing the order α of the derivative.
A typical inconvenience that arises in problems related to fractional calculus, It is the fact that it is not always known what is the proper α order to solve such problems. As a consequence, different values of α are usually tested and the value that allows obtaining a solution that best meets some established criteria of accuracy is chosen. Based on the aforementioned, it is advisable to follow the following instructions when using the fractional Newton method to find the zeros ξ of a function f : 1. Without considering the integers −1 and 0, a partition of the interval [−2, 2] is created as follows
and using the partition, the following sequence {α m } s m=1 is created.
2.
A non-negative tolerance T OL < 1 and a limit of iterations L IT > 1 are set for all α m .
A value δ > T OL > 0 is set to use α f (x) given by (28).
In addition, a fractional derivative is taken that satisfies the condition of continuity (26), and it is unified with the fractional integral in the same way as in the equation (22).
4. An initial condition x 0 0 and a value M > L IT are set.
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is generated, with r ≤ s, such that f x R m ≤ T OL, ∀m ≥ 1.
6.
A value ε > 0 is set and the values x R 1 and x R 2 are taken.
Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that the second condition is met, then X 3 = x R 3 is taken and the conditions (30) and (31) are checked for the values X 1 and X 2 . The above process is repeated for all values x R m , with m ≥ 4, and that generates a sequence {X m } t m=1 , with t ≤ r, such that X i − X j > ε, ∀i j.
By following the steps above to implement the fractional Newton's method, a subset of the solution set of roots, both real and complex, can be obtained from the function f . An example is given where it is found the solution set of roots of a function f ∈ P n (R) T OL = e − 7, L IT = 50, δ = 0.5, x 0 = 0.74, M = e + 18, and using the fractional derivative given by (22), the results of Table 1 are obtained.
Although the fractional Newton's method was originally defined for polynomials, the method can be extended to a broader class of functions, as can be seen in the following example: Example 3.2. Let the following function:
then the following values are set to use the iteration function given by (27) T OL = e − 10, L IT = 50, δ = 0.5, x 0 = 0.29, M = e + 6, and using the fractional derivative given by (22), the results of Table 2 are obtained.
In the previous example, a subset of the solution set of zeros of the function (32) was obtained, because this function has an infinite number of zeros.
Using the fractional Newton's method does not guarantee that all zeros of a function f are found, leaving an initial condition x 0 fixed and varying the orders α m of the derivative. As in the classical Newton's method, finding the majority of the zeros of the function will depend on giving a proper initial condition x 0 .
If we wanted find a larger subset of zeros of the function (32), there are some strategies that are usually useful, such as: In general, the last strategy is usually the most useful, but this causes the method (27) to become more expensive, because it requires a longer runtime for all values α m .
The method (27) can be extended to several variables by making some changes to some previous definitions, for example, it is necessary to define the fractional Jacobian matrix of the function f as follows
The operator ∂ α /∂x α j denotes any fractional derivative, applied only to the variable x j , that meets the following condition of continuity with respect to the order of the derivative 
where unlike (26), f (1) (x) denotes the Jacobian matrix of the function f [5] . From (33) and (34) the multivariable fractional Newton's method could be defined using the iteration function (27) .
Three examples are given using the multivariable fractional Newton's method, where is it found the solution set of zeros of some functions Example 3.3. Let the following function:
then the following values are set to use the iteration function given by (27) T OL = e − 10, L IT = 50, δ = 0.5, x 0 = (0.88, 0.88) T , M = e + 10, and using the fractional derivative given by (22) , the results of Table 3 are obtained. Example 3.4. Let the following function:
then the following values are set to use the iteration function given by (27) T OL = e − 10, L IT = 50, δ = 0.5, x 0 = (1.01, 1.01) T , M = e + 10, and using the fractional derivative given by (22) , the results of Table 4 are obtained.
Example 3.5. Let the following function:
then the following values are set to use the iteration function given by (27) T OL = e − 10, L IT = 50, δ = 0.5, x 0 = (4.35, 4.35, 4.35) T , M = e + 10, and using the fractional derivative given by (22), the results of Table 5 are obtained.
Without loss of generality, the following methods are defined for several variables, but they can be occupied without any problem in the case of one variable.
Fractional Quasi-Newton Method
Although the fractional Newton method, in one and several variables, It is useful for finding multiple zeros of Table 5 : Results obtained using the iterative method (27) a function f , it has the disadvantage that in many cases calculating the fractional derivative of a function is not a simple task. To try to correct this problem, it is used that for many definitions of the fractional derivative, the arbitrary order derivative of a constant c is not always zero, that is,
Then, we can define the function
It should be noted that the previous function is almost a linear approximation of the function f in the initial condition x 0 . So, for any fractional derivative that satisfies the condition (38), and using (33) we can define the fractional quasi-Newton method as
where β(x i ) is defined as follows
Since the iteration function (40) does not satisfy the condition (11), then any sequence {x i } ∞ i=0 generated by this iteration function, it does not have a convergence order (at least) quadratic. As a consequence, convergence speed is slower compared to what would be obtained by using (27), and then it is necessary to use a larger value of L IT .
It should be mentioned that the value α = 1 in (41), it is not taken with the objective of guaranteeing an order of convergence as in (28), but to avoid the discontinuity that is generated by using the fractional derivative of constants in the value x i = 0.
An example is given using the fractional quasi-Newton method, where it is found the solution set of roots of a function f Example 3.6. Let the following function:
then the following values are set to use the iteration function given by (40) T OL = e − 8, L IT = 300, x 0 = (1.51, 1.51) T , M = +8, and using the fractional derivative given by (22), the results of Table 6 are obtained.
It is worth mentioning that the function (42) has infinite solutions, so it will be used with the following method.
Fractional False-Newton Method
A conventional way in which Newton's method is usually deduced, It is based on a linear approximation of a function f in a x i value. To perform the aforementioned, we can consider the Taylor polynomial of the function f around a value x i , and disregarding higher order terms we get that f (x) ≈ f (x i ) + f (1) 
then, assuming that ξ is a zero of f , from the previous expression we get that Table 8 : Results obtained using the iterative method (47) it works, compared to the multivariable fractional Newton's method, it is easy to obtain. But a disadvantage is that the method does not have a convergence order (at least) quadratic, so the convergence speed is lower, and it is necessary to use a greater number of iterations to guarantee success in the search for solutions. As a consequence, the method is more expensive because it requires a longer runtime to use all values α m . A further advantage of the method is that if the initial condition is close enough to a solution, its behavior is very similar to the multivariable fractional Newton's method, and can converge with a relatively small number of iterations, but it still has the disadvantage that a matrix needs to be reversed in each iteration.
The fractional false-Newton method, it seems to solve the problem of the need to invert a matrix in each iteration presented by the previous methods. However, this method is the one with the lowest convergence speed compared to the other methods, so it is necessary to use a much larger number of iterations, than would be used with the fractional quasi-Newton method, in order to guarantee success in the search for solutions. In addition, the method is not as accurate as the previous ones, so it is necessary to use a larger number of values α m to find solutions, so it can be considered as a slow and expensive method. But its advantage over the other methods is that it is not necessary to calculate any fractional Jacobian matrix.
The methods seen solve some nonlinear systems, and they are really efficient methods to find multiple solutions, both real and complex, using real initial conditions. It should be mentioned that these methods are extremely recommended in systems that have infinite solutions or a large number of them.
